io	DEFINITION, NATURE AND SCOPE OF
Meaning     For the purposes of private international law the expression
°rf°ruv 'foreign system of law' means any system prevailing in a geo-
f
raphical area outside the sphere of operation of the lex fort.
t therefore includes, not merely the law existing in a State
under a foreign political sovereignty, but also the law prevailing
in a subdivision of the political State of which the forum is part.
Thus, for the purpose of private international llw~aird~so far
as English courts are concerned, the law of Scotland, of the
Channel Isles, of Northern Ireland, of one of the Dominions
or of a British Colony is just as much a foreign law as the law
of Italy or Portugal.1
Private in-     Private international law is not the same in all countries.
Umtuw is There is no one system that jcan^claim universal recognition,
different and this book is concernedF solely with that which obtains in
England, that is to say, with the rules that guide an English
court wjlenever jt js seiseci of a case that contains some foreign
element. A writer on public international law may perhaps
claim with some justification that the doctrines which he pro-
pounds are entitled to universal recognition. Thus, in theory
at any rate, a German and a French jurist should agree as to
what constitutes an effective blockade. But he who writes on
private international law can make no such claim. This branch
of law as found, for instance, in France shows many striking
contrasts with its English counterpart, and though the English
and North American rules show considerable similarity they
are fundamentally different on a number of points. In England,
for instance, the essential validity of a contract is determined
by that system of law with which the contract has the closest
connexion, but in the United States it is governed in some
States by the law of the place where the contract was made, in
others by the law of the place of performance. The many ques-
tions relating to the personal status of a party depend in Eng-
land and North America upon the law of his domicil, but in
France, Italy, Spain and most of the other European countries
upon the law of his nationality. Again, so conflicting are the
principles applied by the various systems of jurisprudence to
divorce jurisdiction, that the same two persons are frequently
deemed married in one jurisdiction but unmarried in another.
On the other hand, though Scottish internal law differs -radi-
cally from that of England, yet the principles of private inter-
national law are so similar in both countries that an English
decision is usually, though not invariably, followed in Scotland.
1 For a different view held in Russia see 4 L & C.Z.Q., p. 387.

